
The secret to Baseline’s biLine two-wire technology lies in Baseline’s 

patented biCoders™ (two-wire decoders). Baseline’s biCoders are the 

only true bi-directional two-wire devices in the industry because 

Baseline’s biCoders not only receive commands from the controller, 

they also send real-time information back to the controller. 

Plus, Baseline’s biCoders have built-in diagnostic LED lights that tell you 

at a glance whether the device is working.
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Choose Baseline’s biLine™ two-wire technology for your next irrigation project and you’ll 

save more time and more money. Not only are there fewer wires to keep track of, fewer 

wires to troubleshoot, and fewer wires to repair; with Baseline’s biLine technology, you also 

get more features that really matter like longer wire distances, more concurrent valve 

operations, and better diagnostic features.     

This smart technology also enables you to assign any biCoder to a zone or function from 

the controller after the biCoder has been installed. With a multi-station biCoder, you can 

assign any station to any zone, in any order. These features will save you hundreds of hours 

because Baseline has eliminated the need for expensive programming equipment or 

multiple trips into the field just to assign zones to a device. Diagnostics and repairs become 

a whole lot easier too.  

Baseline’s biLine technology and biCoders can operate up to 15 zones concurrently at 

distances farther from the controller than any other product on the market. More zones 

running means a shorter water window, and a greater allowable wire length means fewer 

controllers to manage. 
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"As a city that must enforce watering bans and charge 

extra for irrigating, we asked ourselves what we could do 

to lead the way in water conservation and labor savings. 

For the past six years, Baseline has provided us the 

conservation and labor savings results we needed." 

- Pete Hammerlind, City of Eden Prairie, MN
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